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AMENDING Springfield City Code, Chapter 106 – ‘Traffic and Vehicles,’ Article VII. –
‘Pedestrians,” by amending Section 106-450. – ‘Right-of-way in
crosswalks’ and Section 106-452. – ‘Rights and duties when crossing
roadways’ and by adding Section 106-455. – ‘Arterial roadways and
intersections’ to better protect pedestrians and occupants of vehicles at
intersections and along streets which have high volumes of traffic, high
speed limits, or narrow medians.
_______________________________
WHEREAS, 5,376 pedestrians were killed in motor vehicle collisions nationally in
2015, the last year for which national data is available, and that was the highest number
of pedestrian deaths since 1996 and an increase of nearly 10 percent from 2014 to
2015 (National Highway Traffic Safety Administration's National Center for Statistics and
Analysis); and
WHEREAS, nearly 70,000 pedestrians were injured in motor vehicle collisions
nationally in 2015, an increase of nearly eight percent from 2014 to 2015 (National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration's National Center for Statistics and Analysis); and
WHEREAS, in 2014, 76 percent of all pedestrian deaths occurred in urban
settings, 72 percent of all pedestrian deaths occurred on major roads, and 26 percent of
all pedestrian deaths occurred at intersections (Insurance Institute for Highway Safety,
Highway Loss Data Institute); and
WHEREAS, the number of distracted drivers has increased substantially over the
years (Bridgestone America Young Driver Survey 2014; American Journal of Public
Health; "Pedestrian Deaths Spiked in 2016, Distraction Cited," New York Times); and
WHEREAS, distraction-affected motor vehicle collision fatalities increased 8.8
percent nationally from 2014 to 2015, to a total of 3,477 deaths, with an additional
391,000 injured (National Highway Traffic Safety Administration's National Center for
Statistics); and
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WHEREAS, with an average of 60 pedestrians struck by motor vehicles on
Springfield streets annually, the City has taken measures to address the educational
component of pedestrian safety with the ‘SGF Yields’ campaign aimed at bringing
awareness to both drivers and pedestrians; and
WHEREAS, a ‘Street and Intersection Pedestrian Safety Study’ (“Safety Study”)
has been conducted to analyze the characteristics of the City’s streets and intersections
to develop recommendations for a pedestrian safety ordinance, a copy of which is
attached hereto as “Exhibit A” and incorporated herein by this reference; and
WHEREAS, the City has a compelling public safety interest in enhancing the
safety of pedestrians and motorists; and
WHEREAS, the Safety Study conclusively demonstrated that arterial roadways
with high speeds and/or high traffic volumes present a heightened potential for dangers
for both pedestrians and motorists and that to facilitate safety for pedestrians and
motorists alike special care should be given to regulating the use of medians and
islands by pedestrians at intersections with speeds on at least one approach of 35 miles
per hour or greater, traffic volumes greater than 15,000 vehicles per day, or a median
width less than six feet wide; and
WHEREAS, this Ordinance utilizes criteria identified in the Safety Study to
amend City Code and provides a means to improve the protection of pedestrians and
drivers in and around intersections and streets with high traffic volumes, high speed
limits and/or narrow medians.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED BY THE COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF
SPRINGFIELD, MISSOURI, as follows, that:
NOTE: Language being added is underlined and language being removed is
stricken.
Section 1 – Chapter 106 – ‘Traffic and Vehicles,’ Article VII. – ‘Pedestrians,”
Section 106-450. – ‘Right-of-way in crosswalks,’ is hereby amended as follows:
Sec. 106-450. - Right-of-way in crosswalks.
When traffic control signals are not in place or not in operation, the driver of a
vehicle shall yield the right-of-way, slowing down or stopping if need be to so yield, to
a pedestrian crossing the roadway within a crosswalk when the pedestrian is upon
the half of the roadway upon which the vehicle is traveling or when the pedestrian is
approaching so closely from the opposite half of the roadway as to be in danger, but
no pedestrian shall suddenly leave a curb or other place of safety and walk or run into
the path of a vehicle which is so close that it is impossible for the driver to yield. The
penalty for a violation of this section shall be as provided in section 1-7, except that,
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the penalty shall be or include a fine in an amount not less than $100.00. The
imposition or execution of such fine shall not be suspended.
Section 2 – Chapter 106 – ‘Traffic and Vehicles,’ Article VII. – ‘Pedestrians,”
Section 106-452. – ‘Rights and duties when crossing roadways,’ is hereby amended as
follows:
Sec. 106-452. - Rights and duties when crossing roadways.
(a)

Crossing at places other than crosswalks. No pedestrian shall cross the
roadway at any place other than a crosswalk within those areas described
in ordinances adopted from time to time and on file with the city clerk.
Outside the business districts, any pedestrian crossing at a point other than
a crosswalk shall yield the right-of-way to motor vehicles upon the roadway;
provided that this subsection shall not relieve the driver of a motor vehicle
from the duty to exercise the highest degree of care under the
circumstances for the safety of pedestrians. During the period from one-half
hour after sunset to one-half hour before sunrise, no pedestrian shall cross
any roadway at any place other than a crosswalk or intersection.

(b)

Crossing at controlled intersections. At intersections where traffic is
controlled, pedestrians shall not cross the roadway against a red signal and
shall not cross at any place except in a crosswalk. A pedestrian crossing or
starting across any such crosswalk on a "green" or "walk" signal shall have
the right-of-way over all vehicles, including those making turns, until such
pedestrian has completed crossing the half of the roadway on which the
vehicle is traveling or is approaching so closely from the opposite half of the
roadway as to be in danger, and a driver of a vehicle shall yield the right-ofway to such pedestrian. The penalty for a violation of this section shall be
as provided in section 1-7, except that, the penalty shall be or include a
fine in an amount not less than $100.00. The imposition or execution of
such fine shall not be suspended.

(c)

Direction of crossing. No pedestrian shall cross a roadway other than by a
route at right angles to the curb or by the shortest route to the opposite curb,
except in a crosswalk.

Section 3 – Chapter 106 – ‘Traffic and Vehicles,’ Article VII. – ‘Pedestrians,” is
hereby amended by adding Section 106-455. – ‘‘Arterial roadways and intersections,’
which shall read as follows:
Sec. 106-455. – Rights and duties of pedestrians and motorists in arterial
roadways and arterial intersections.
(a)

City Council finds and declares that the purpose of this section is to:
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(b)

(1)

Protect pedestrians and motorists from traffic hazards and potential
injuries that they may be exposed to when pedestrians engage in
any activity on those portions of public streets with high traffic
volumes and/or high speed limits that are open, improved, and in
actual use for vehicular travel, and on medians within public streets
that have high traffic volumes and/or high speed limits;

(2)

Protect pedestrians and motorists from traffic hazards and potential
injury which may result from distractions created by persons
engaging in activities on public streets with high traffic volumes
and/or high speed limits or medians within public streets that have
high traffic volumes and/or high speed limits; and

(3)

Provide for the safe and expeditious flow of traffic at City
intersections.

Definitions. The following words, terms, and phrases, when used in this
section shall have the following meanings, except where the context
clearly indicates a different meaning:

Arterial Roadway, for the purposes of this section only, means any
roadway with a speed limit of at least 35 miles per hour or greater and/or average
traffic volumes greater than 15,000 vehicles per day; and which has been
designated as an Arterial Roadway by the Traffic Engineer.
Arterial Intersection means any intersection with a speed limit, on at least
one approach, of 35 miles per hour or greater; and/or average traffic volumes
greater than 15,000 vehicles per day on at least one roadway; and/or a median
less than 6 feet wide in at least one roadway; and which has been designated as
an Arterial Intersection by the Traffic Engineer. “Arterial intersection” shall include
the intersection as defined in Section 106-1 and the intersecting roadways for a
distance of 100 feet from the intersection.
Distribution conduct means an exchange which requires an acceptance or
rejection of the item being distributed between a person located in an Arterial
Roadway and an occupant of a vehicle operating on an Arterial Roadway.
Median or Island means the area between separated traffic lanes
measured from edge of the traveled way to edge of the traveled way, including
areas between traffic lanes for control of vehicular movements. Such an area
may be physically defined by curbing, landscaping, or other physical obstacles to
the area’s use by vehicles or by traffic control markings, such as paint.
(c)

The Traffic Engineer is authorized to designate roadways as Arterial
Roadways and intersections as Arterial Intersections in accordance with
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the criteria listed above and list them in a schedule established from timeto-time and placed on file with the City Clerk.
(d)

(e)

Prohibitions.
(1)

No person shall cross an Arterial Roadway at any place except in a
crosswalk. Where there is no crosswalk, a person shall cross only
where a pedestrian-control signal is located. Where there is no
crosswalk or pedestrian-control signal, a person shall cross only at
an intersection.

(2)

No person shall be located upon a median in an Arterial
Intersection unless in the process of legally crossing a roadway.
Failure of a person to leave the median after two consecutive
opportunities to cross the roadway in a lawful manner is prima facie
evidence of a violation of this subsection, unless such person’s
mobility is restricted to a degree which makes such person unable
to safely cross the roadway during two consecutive opportunities.

(3)

Except in the event of a vehicular or medical emergency, it shall be
unlawful for an occupant of a vehicle to exit a vehicle while located
within an Arterial Intersection.

(4)

No person, other than an occupant of a vehicle, shall be upon an
Arterial Roadway except to lawfully cross. No person while upon
an Arterial Roadway shall approach a vehicle upon such roadway,
except a vehicle that is lawfully parked. No occupant of a vehicle
being operated on an Arterial Roadway shall engage in distribution
conduct with a pedestrian standing in or entering upon an Arterial
Roadway. Nothing contained herein is intended to prohibit:
a.

Accepting from or distributing anything to occupants of a
lawfully parked vehicle,

b.

Accepting from or distributing anything to occupants of a
vehicle adjacent to a sidewalk if the person accepting or
distributing remains at all times on the adjacent sidewalk, or

c.

Accepting or distributing anything to another person on a
public sidewalk.

Exceptions. This section shall not apply to:
(1)

Any law enforcement officer acting within the scope of his or her
official duties,
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(2)

Any person engaged in rescue activities, including providing
assistance to an injured person or disabled vehicle,

(3)

Any person engaged in emergency repair or maintenance of a
vehicle,

(4)

Public employees acting within the scope of their duties,

(5)

Any person performing work in an arterial roadway pursuant to a
valid permit, or

(6)

Any person entering a stopped vehicle as an invited passenger
where it is lawful to do so, including accessing taxicabs or public
transportation.

Section 4 – Savings Clause. Nothing in this Ordinance shall be construed to
affect any suit or proceeding now pending in any court or any rights acquired or liability
incurred nor any cause or cause of action occurred or existing, under any act or
ordinance repealed hereby. Nor shall any right or remedy of any character be lost,
impaired, or affected by this Ordinance.
Section 5 – This Ordinance shall be in full force and effect from and after
passage.
Passed at meeting:

Mayor
Attest:

, City Clerk

Filed as Ordinance:

Approved as to form:

, City Attorney

Approved for Council action:

, City Manager
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EXPLANATION TO COUNCIL BILL 2017- 282
FILED: 11-21-17
ORIGINATING DEPARTMENT: Public Works
PURPOSE: To amend Springfield City Code, Chapter 106 – ‘Traffic and Vehicles,’
Article VII. – ‘Pedestrians,” by amending Section 106-450. – ‘Right-of-way in
crosswalks’ and Section 106-452. – ‘Rights and duties when crossing roadways’ and by
adding Section 106-455. – ‘Arterial roadways and intersections’ to better protect
pedestrians and occupants of vehicles at intersections and along streets which have
high volumes of traffic, high speed limits, or narrow medians.
BACKGROUND INFORMATION: With an average of 60 pedestrians struck every year
on Springfield streets, the City of Springfield has taken measures to address the
educational component of pedestrian safety with the ‘SGF Yields’ campaign aimed at
bringing awareness to both drivers and pedestrians. Another component to reduce
pedestrian crashes and alter pedestrian and driver behavior at intersections in the
community is the ‘Street and Intersection Pedestrian Safety Study’ conducted by CBB
Transportation Engineers + Planners. This study analyzed the characteristics of the
City’s streets and intersections to develop recommendations for this safety Ordinance.
The Ordinance utilizes the criteria from the study and provides a means to improve the
protection of pedestrians and drivers in and around intersections.
The Ordinance provides the ability to fine pedestrians or drivers for violating City Code
regarding right-of-way in crosswalks, limits the time of day that a pedestrian can cross a
roadway outside of crosswalks, limits the crossing of Arterial Roadways and
Intersections to designated locations, and prohibits certain conduct between
pedestrians and drivers on roadways with high volumes of traffic or high speed limits.
The exceptions to these prohibitions include law enforcement personnel, persons
engaged in rescue activities, persons engaged in emergency vehicular repair, public
employees or permitted contractors with required duties, or persons entering a stopped
vehicle such as a taxicab or public transportation in a designated area.
Supports the following Field Guide 2030 goal: Chapter 11, Public Safety; Major Goal 3,
Educate citizens and promote public awareness on public safety measures and
practices; Objective 3i, Educate drivers on how to reduce distractions, drive attentively
and avoid collisions; Major Goal 4, Enhance proactive policies and practices that
mitigate crime and adverse effects of public safety threats; Objective 4f, Promote state
and local traffic safety legislative policies, where appropriate, to include, but not limited
to, eliminating drug-and-alcohol impaired driving, limiting the use of hand held electronic
devices while driving, restricting the CCs of motorcycles based upon age/ date of first
issuance of motorcycle license, requiring helmets for motorcycle/ATV use, and
enforcing the primary seat belt law. Chapter 12, Transportation; Major Goal 4, MultiModal, Interconnected System The City of Springfield should work within the region to
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develop, implement, and maintain a multi-modal transportation system that supports
jobs, housing, education, accessibility, recreation, clean air, water conservation, and
sustainability; Objective 4c, To enhance walkability and bikeability, specific attention
and support should be given to the current “Link” initiative within the City of Springfield
to redevelop our existing streets toward a more friendly and safer environment for
alternative and green modes of transportation.
REMARKS: Public Works, the Law Department, and the Police Department recommend
these amendments and additions to Springfield City Code to better protect the safety of
pedestrians and motorists by prohibiting certain activities in the areas that the Street
and Intersection Pedestrian Safety Study specifies.

Submitted by:
_____________________________
Martin Gugel, Asst. Director of Public Works

Recommended by:

Recommended by:

_____________________________
Dan Smith, Director of Public Works

______________________________
Frank Romines, City Attorney

Recommended by:

Approved by:

_____________________________
Paul Williams, Police Chief

______________________________
Greg Burris, City Manager
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Exhibit A

Street and Intersection
Pedestrian Safety Study
City of Springfield, Missouri
11.21.2017

prepared by:
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Introduction
The City of Springfield has a compelling interest in enhancing the safety of pedestrians and
motorists. Toward this end, the City has launched an initiative, SGF Yields, a pedestrian safety
campaign aimed to foster an awareness in motorists and pedestrians to look out for one another by
initiating a cultural change to be more pedestrian responsible and friendly.
In addition to the SGF Yields program, the City of Springfield has retained CBB for traffic
engineering and transportation planning services to investigate pedestrian safety issues in the City
and provide recommendations for enhancing the safety of pedestrians and motorists within the
City. To address these important issues, CBB investigated several elements affecting pedestrian
safety and has developed recommendations for pedestrian activity regulations on and around
certain roadways, medians, and islands located in the City.
The following report conclusively demonstrates that arterial roadways with higher speeds and
traffic volumes present a heightened potential for dangers for both pedestrians and motorists.
Additionally, at certain intersections, drivers only expect to see pedestrians in designated areas.
To facilitate safety for pedestrians and motorists alike, pedestrians should only be allowed in the
roadway when:





They remain in designated pedestrian areas where motorists reasonably expect them to be
located (e.g., sidewalks and crosswalks); or
There is temporary traffic control set up to warn drivers that pedestrians will be present (e.g.,
maintenance or special events); or
Using particular roadways that sustain low traffic volumes and speeds and are designated as
shared spaces for both motorists and pedestrians; or
They are using a temporary pedestrian refuge as a part of the process of promptly crossing a
road.

Special care should be given to regulating the use of medians and islands for pedestrian use in
areas not specially designated for pedestrians. These intersections have the following
characteristics:




Speeds on at least one approach of 35 mph or greater, or
Traffic volumes greater than 15,000 vehicles per day on at least one roadway, or
Median widths less than 6’ wide.
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Defining the Problem: Background on U.S. Pedestrian Safety
Collisions between vehicles and pedestrians are a significant concern in the US and around the
world. This section provides data to help explain why pedestrian safety is important to agencies
and organizations at all levels.
National Statistics
The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) has been working to reduce pedestrian fatalities by
supplying extra resources to cities and states with the highest pedestrian fatalities and fatality rates
since 20041. States and local agencies have also been encouraged to develop their own Pedestrian
Safety Action Plans to improve pedestrian safety in local communities. Even so, the percent of
pedestrian fatalities has maintained an increasing trend from 11% to 15% of the total number of
traffic related fatalities during the past 10 years (2006 to 2015)2. In 2015, there were 5,376
pedestrians killed in traffic crashes, a 9.5% increase from the 4,910 pedestrian fatalities in 20142.
This is the highest number of pedestrians killed in a single year since 19962. An estimated 70,000
pedestrians were injured in traffic crashes in 20152. In the same year, 76% of pedestrian fatalities
occurred in urban areas and more than one in five pedestrian deaths was the result of a collision
with a vehicle at an intersection3. On average, two pedestrians were killed every three hours, and
a pedestrian was injured every eight minutes in traffic crashes in 20152.
Missouri Statistics
Missouri is one of the 16 focus states FHWA identified in 2015 as having high numbers of
pedestrian fatalities1. There has been an increasing trend in the rate of pedestrians involved in
crashes between 2008 and 20154. In 2015, there were 104 pedestrians killed in traffic crashes in
the state of Missouri, a 63% increase from 65 pedestrian fatalities in 20143,5. The rate of pedestrian
fatalities per 100,000 population in Missouri was 1.71, which is above the national average rate of
1.503. In the same year, pedestrian fatalities were 12% of the total number of traffic related
fatalities, which is an increase from the 9.5% average during the previous three years (2012 to
2014)5. Moreover, crashes involving pedestrians make up only 1% of the total number of crashes,
so 12% is an oversized incident rate. Common crash types include: improper crossing in a roadway
or intersection, walking/playing/working in the roadway, failure to yield right of way to a
pedestrian, and not visible to drivers6.
Starting in 2003, Missouri developed the State’s Highway Safety Plan, Missouri’s Blueprint for
Safer Roadways, in participation with the FHWA’s effort to reduce traffic fatalities5. The Blueprint
established a goal to reduce traffic fatalities to 1,000 or fewer by 2008, 850 or fewer by 2012, and
700 or fewer by 2016. The Blueprint defines any user of a non-motorized method of transportation
(e.g., walking or biking) a vulnerable road user. The Blueprint states that many vulnerable road
1

Federal Highway Administration. Safety: Pedestrian and Bicycle Safety Focus States and Cities.
https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/ped_bike/ped_focus/
2
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration. Traffic Safety Facts: 2015 Data-Pedestrians. 2017 February.
3
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration. Traffic Safety Facts 2015.
4
NHTSA Pedestrian Traffic Safety Fact Sheets for years 2008 to 2015
5
Missouri’s Strategic Highway Safety Plan (Missouri’s Blueprint – A Partnership Toward Zero Deaths
https://www.nhtsa.gov/sites/nhtsa.dot.gov/files/documents/mo_fy17hsp.pdf
6
FHWA. https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/ped_bike/pssp/background/psafety.cfm
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users are children who often lack the knowledge or abilities to interact in traffic safely. Statistics
show that people under the age of 19 made up 14% of pedestrian fatalities between 2012 and 2014,
and people over the age of 60 made up 20% of pedestrian fatalities.
Greene County, Missouri Statistics
In 2015, Greene County, Missouri experienced 3.2% of the state’s total number of all fatal
crashes7. During 2015, 17.9% of the fatal crashes in the county involved pedestrians which is
above both the national (15%) and state (12%) averages.
City of Springfield Statistics
The City of Springfield experienced 2.4% of all the fatal crashes in Missouri which constituted
75% of the county’s fatal crashes8. In the City of Springfield, 15.8% of the fatal crashes were
pedestrian-related. This is above the national and state rates. Figure 1 shows the number of crashes
involving pedestrians, grouped by intersection-related crashes and segment-related crashes.
Intersection-related crashes are crashes that occurred at intersections. Segment-related crashes are
crashes that occurred on road segments, between intersections. The three-year period, 2014 to
2016, shows an increasing trend of pedestrians involved in crashes. The ratio between intersection
and segment crashes is relatively even.
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Figure 1: Crashes involving pedestrians, by type, in the City of Springfield (2014-2016)

7

Missouri Department of Transportation. http://modot.org/BluePrintReports/County%20Crash%20Report2013%20%202015-en-us-GREENE.pdf
8
http://www.modot.org/BluePrintReports/City%20Crash%20Report2013%20-%202015-en-us-SPRINGFIELD.pdf
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Figure 2 shows the number of crashes involving pedestrians by severity in the City of Springfield
for the years 2014 to 2016. In 2016, fatalities made up 4.1% of the total crashes. Since 2014, the
number of pedestrians involved in crashes has increased.
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Figure 2: Crashes involving pedestrians, by severity, in the City of Springfield (2014-2016)
Figure 3 documents the number of intersection-related crashes involving pedestrians in the City
of Springfield as it relates to severity. Note that most pedestrian collisions with motor vehicles
result in injury or death. The number of intersection-related crashes has a general increasing trend
between 2014 and 2016 with annual fluctuations.
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Figure 3: Crashes involving pedestrians, by severity, at intersections in the City of
Springfield (2014-2016)
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Figure 4 shows the number of crashes, by age category, in the City of Springfield. The figure
shows that people under the age of 20 made up 24.8% of crashes involving pedestrians between
2012 and 2016 and people over the age of 70 made up 3.8%.
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Figure 4: Crashes involving pedestrians, by age range, in the City of Springfield (20142016)
Driver Distractions
With so many distractions on the road today, distracted driving is an important factor to evaluate.
NHTSA has found that distracted driving caused 3,477 deaths in 2015, as well as 391,000 injuries9.
The fatalities caused by distracted driving in 2015 is an 8.8% increase from 2014. Distracted
driving is defined as an action that diverts attention from driving. These distracted actions include
anything that requires drivers to take their eyes off the road, take their hands off the wheel, or take
their mind off driving10. Some common actions include, texting, eating/drinking, adjusting the
radio, talking to someone in the vehicle, or anything that takes the driver’s attention away from
the task of driving.
Drivers interact with varying levels of stimuli that can lead to distraction and error. The YerkesDodson Law explains how task performance peaks at a certain level of workload for every driver11.
Figure 5 shows a visual of the relationship between performance and workload as it relates to
driving. The figure shows that drivers often underperform at low and high levels of workload. At
low levels of workload, a driver may be bored or not have enough pressure to perform a task well.
At high levels of workload, a driver may be experiencing too much pressure and stimuli to perform
a task well. Optimal performance occurs in a middle range of workload when a driver is both alert
and fairly calm. Distracted driving is shown in orange, to the right of the optimal performance
range, which confirms the obvious – that distracted driving can cause drivers to make mistakes.

9

https://www.nhtsa.gov/risky-driving/distracted-driving
https://www.cdc.gov/motorvehiclesafety/distracted_driving/index.html
11
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/long-before-safety-distracted-driving-we-had-law-terry-penney
10
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Figure 5: Yerkes-Dodson Law of performance and stress
Described in more detail later in this report (Standards and Guidelines Section), roads are designed
to optimize a driver’s performance. Signs are placed according to the necessity of information a
driver needs at the time. Signs are spaced so drivers have adequate time to perceive the information
given on each sign. Information is often repeated in different forms with signs and pavement
markings. Furthermore, drivers have an expectation as to what events will take place with each
sign or pavement marking. If drivers see a pedestrian crossing warning sign, they are trained by
experience to anticipate or expect a potential interaction with pedestrians.
Related to pedestrians, drivers expect pedestrians to be located in certain areas, including
sidewalks and crosswalks. As discussed in this report, roadways and roadway traffic control
devices are designed to inform drivers where interactions with pedestrians are likely to occur. If
drivers interact with pedestrians outside of such designated areas (such as pedestrians in the
medians waving signs or dancing in costumes to advertise for businesses or entering the roadway
to approach vehicles) it often leads to drivers being surprised or distracted which can result in
driver error. Drivers not only work to perceive surrounding traffic control devices, but also have
to pay attention to unexpected events. Erratic driver behavior caused by mis-located pedestrians
in roadways can often be dangerous to both pedestrians and other road users.
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Organizations with Pedestrian Safety Initiatives
Pedestrian safety in roadways is an international concern. The efforts being undertaken by the City
of Springfield to enhance pedestrian and motorist safety is a part of this larger national and global
effort. One of the leading efforts to address traffic safety is the Vision Zero initiative. The Vision
Zero initiative started in Sweden in 1997 and has since spread to many areas of the globe12. Vision
Zero is a campaign that acknowledges that traffic-related fatalities and serious injuries are often
preventable and works to eliminate both by establishing measurable strategies and
accountability13.
The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration (NHTSA), and the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA) are
working with the National Safety Council (NSC) on a similar effort in the United States, the Road
to Zero initiative14. The Road to Zero initiative builds upon many of the same principles as Vision
Zero with an ambitious goal of eliminating traffic fatalities within 30 years. The initiative also
organizes a coalition of members that examines and promotes behavior-change strategies and
provides funds to traffic safety organizations on a competitive basis for work on priority programs.
Improving pedestrian safety is a national and international priority to which several agencies and
organizations are committed. A sample of prominent organizations working on this issue are
discussed below.
Federal Highway Administration (FHWA)
The FHWA was founded in 1966; however, the organization’s responsibilities were included in
the Office of Road Inquiry, founded in 1893, which changed names several times over the years15.
The FHWA is an organization aimed at providing “stewardship over the construction,
maintenance, and preservation of the Nation’s highways, bridges, and tunnels” through research,
technology, and policy.
The FHWA is working to improve pedestrian safety and reduce pedestrian fatalities and injuries16.
The administration produced the Pedestrian Safety Strategic Plan which is a 15-year plan
developed to address pedestrian safety and provide professionals and stakeholders with resources
and information needed to solve problems in roadways. As described in the previous section, the
FHWA has been working to reduce pedestrian fatalities by providing extra resources to 16 states
with cities that have the highest number of pedestrian fatalities or highest pedestrian fatality rates.
Vision Zero Network
The Vision Zero Network is a collaborative campaign with a goal of helping communities, solely
in the U.S., to reach the Vision Zero objective13. The campaign started by launching a Vision Zero
Focus Cities program. Ten cities were chosen to encourage development of successful safety
practices through collaboration and the sharing of data and ideas. The selected cities are: Austin,
12

https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/tzd/
http://visionzeronetwork.org/about/vision-zero-network/
14
http://www.nsc.org/learn/NSC-Initiatives/Pages/The-Road-to-Zero.aspx
15
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/about/
16
https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/ped_bike/
13
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Boston, Chicago, Fort Lauderdale, Los Angeles, New York, Portland, San Francisco, Seattle, and
Washington, D.C.
Missouri Blueprint: A Partnership Toward Zero Deaths
The Missouri Coalition for Roadway Safety created a plan, in line with the Road to Zero initiative,
to reduce fatalities and serious injuries on Missouri roads17. Called the Missouri Blueprint, the
objective of the plan is to increase coordination, communication, and cooperation among state and
local agencies, law enforcement, planning organizations, and other safety advocates in the state.
The plan also establishes fatality reduction goals every four years. Mentioned in the previous
section, the Missouri Blueprint established a goal to reduce traffic fatalities to 1,000 or fewer by
2008, 850 or fewer by 2012, and 700 or fewer by 2016. Pedestrian fatalities are included in the
overall traffic fatalities total, and there is a section in the plan which addresses pedestrian and
bicycle statistics.
Missouri Coalition for Roadway Safety
The Missouri Coalition for Roadway Safety is an advocate group created in 2004 to develop the
Missouri Blueprint18. The organization is made up of law enforcement, educators, emergency
responders, and engineers, with a goal of creating safer roads in Missouri and reducing fatalities.
The organization website provides information about active campaigns, which includes a
campaign for pedestrian safety awareness. This campaign provides information for drivers and
pedestrians about road safety. The website also provides information on many driver safety topics,
including bicycle and pedestrian safety tips.
Missouri Bicycle and Pedestrian Federation
The Missouri Bicycle and Pedestrian Federation is a statewide, non-profit organization that is
working to improve the safety of the transportation network for bicycles and pedestrians. The
organization was founded in 1993 and is working towards a 50% reduction in crashes and fatalities
and a 100% increase in the number of walking and biking trips taken in Missouri. The organization
promotes programs throughout the state that increase active transportation. One annual event
includes meeting at the state capitol and talking with legislators as well as biking along a planned
route.
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA)
NHTSA is a government agency with a goal to “save lives, prevent injuries, and reduce economic
costs due to road traffic crashes through education, research, safety standards, and enforcement.”19
The agency maintains a webpage specific to pedestrian safety that includes resources on safety
tips, research on safety countermeasures, statistics on crashes, and much more.
Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA)
The FMCSA is an agency with a mission to prevent commercial vehicle fatalities and injuries20.
This is approached through data analysis, enforcement, research and technology, and safety
17

http://epg.modot.org/index.php?title=132.2_Missouri%27s_Blueprint_-_A_Partnership_Toward_Zero_Deaths
https://savemolives.com/
19
https://www.nhtsa.gov/
20
https://www.fmcsa.dot.gov/mission/about-us
18
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assistance. The agency provides safety information for pedestrians which includes safety tips and
crash statistics.
National Safety Council (NSC)
The NSC works to eliminate preventable deaths at work, at home, in communities, and on the road
through leadership, research, education, and advocacy21. The organization provides safety training,
including workplace safety training and defensive driving training.
Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)
The CDC works to protect the safety and security of Americans22. Part of this work involves
responding to new health threats and promoting safe behaviors in communities and the
environment.
International Federation of Pedestrians (IFP)
The International Federation of Pedestrians (IFP) is a network of non-profit organizations and
individuals from around the world working for pedestrian safety23. The IFP’s mission is to create
a world that is safe and comfortable to walk in through promoting collaboration between members
worldwide, formulating policy statements, working with international organizations, and
bolstering local, national, and international initiatives. IFP’s website provides links to many
documents and sources, including WHO’s Pedestrian Safety Manual.
Recommendations from Safety-Conscious Agencies to Reduce Pedestrian Fatalities and
Crashes
Many of the foregoing organizations provide tips for pedestrians to reduce the risk of crashes.
Many of these tips focus on driver awareness of the presence of pedestrians. Some of the more
pertinent and consistent recommendations are24:
 Be predictable. Cross streets at crosswalks or intersections. This is where drivers expect
pedestrians.
 Be aware of drivers even when you’re in a crosswalk; vehicles have blind spots.
 Wear bright and/or reflective clothing.
 Look left, right and left again before crossing the street; looking left a second time is
necessary because a car can cover a lot of distance in a short amount of time.
 Make eye contact with drivers of oncoming vehicles to make sure they see you.
 Don’t wear headphones while walking.
 Never use a cellphone or other electronic device while walking.
 Never rely on a car to stop.
 Children should cross the street with an adult.
21

http://www.nsc.org/pages/home.aspx
https://www.cdc.gov/
23
http://pedestrians-int.org/en/
24
NHTSA https://www.nhtsa.gov/sites/nhtsa.dot.gov/files/811785.pdf
NSC http://www.nsc.org/learn/safety-knowledge/Pages/news-and-resources-pedestrian-safety.aspx
FMCSA https://www.fmcsa.dot.gov/safety/resources-bicyclists-and-pedestrians
CDC https://www.cdc.gov/motorvehiclesafety/pedestrian_safety/index.html
Missouri Bike Federation http://mobikefed.org/files/pedtips_pedlaws.pdf
22
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Standards and Guidelines
As discussed previously, reducing the number of pedestrian deaths and injuries is a major priority
at all levels of government. Each time a pedestrian enters or is adjacent to the roadway, there is
risk of contact with a vehicle. Because of these potential conflicts, great care is given to the design
of intersections to manage these conflicts as safely as possible. Toward this end, guidelines and
standards have been developed to address the safety of both pedestrians and motorists. This section
first describes several of these manuals and guidelines followed by a short description of the
relevance to pedestrians, organized by topic.
Manuals and Guidebooks
Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD)
The MUTCD, published by the FHWA, provides standards for installing and maintaining traffic
devices on all public streets, highways, bikeways, and private roads open to public travel. The
MUTCD is the law that governs all traffic control devices which means that non-compliance can
result in the loss of federal-aid funds.
The purpose of the MUTCD is to promote roadway safety and mobility to all road users by
providing uniformity and effectiveness in the use of traffic control devices. The MUTCD dates
back to as early as 1927 after the popularization of the automobile in the U.S. The MUTCD is
available to download at http://mutcd.fhwa.dot.gov
An effective traffic control device should meet the five basic requirements outlined in the
MUTCD:






It should fulfill a need;
Command attention;
Convey clear, simple meaning;
Command respect from road users; and
Give adequate time for proper response.

Along with five basic requirements, the traffic control devices should also address four other
factors: timing, expectancy, redundancy, and primacy.
Timing is necessary to ensure necessary information is provided to a driver at a steady rate in order
to lessen a driver’s stress levels which, in turn, will minimize driver mistakes. For example,
crosswalk warning signs are spaced out so a driver first perceives a pedestrian crosswalk warning
sign and then sees the crosswalk alongside another crosswalk sign.
Expectancy is related to creating expectation for drivers and notifying drivers when an event
exceeds the “normal” driving events a driver is expecting. For example, an expectation has been
established that pedestrians are often located in pedestrian facilities. The converse is also true,
drivers do not necessarily expect to interact with pedestrians outside of pedestrian facilities.
Redundancy means providing a driver with information in more than one form. For example,
crosswalks are often marked with both signs and markings, per MUTCD standards.
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Finally, primacy means communicating to a driver what piece of information is most important
for a driver to perceive and react safely in an environment. For example, crosswalk warning signs
are placed a distance ahead of crosswalks to alert drivers that they provide pertinent information.
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)
The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) became law in 199025. This act prohibits certain types
of discrimination and sets standards that ensure people with disabilities have the same
opportunities as everyone else in everyday life. The ADA provides standards for accessible design
which are enforceable by Title II and Title III regulations26. These regulations can be found at
http://www.ada.gov.
A Policy on Geometric Design of Highways and Streets
Published by AASHTO, A Policy on Geometric Design of Highways and Streets, otherwise known
as the Green Book, provides guidance, design research, and best practices for highway and street
design to highway engineers and designers.
Roadside Design Guide
The Roadside Design Guide, also published by AASHTO, provides roadside safety information
and operating practices and is intended to be used as a resource document from which agencies
can develop standards and practices27.
Guide for the Planning, Design, and Operation of Pedestrian Facilities
AASHTO’s Guide for the Planning, Design, and Operation of Pedestrian Facilities, provides a
guide for planning and designing pedestrian facilities.
Designing Walkable Urban Thoroughfares: A Context Sensitive Approach
Developed in 2010 by the Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE) and the Congress for the
New Urbanism, Designing Walkable Urban Thoroughfares: A Context Sensitive Approach,
provides guidance to practitioners in planning and designing major urban thoroughfares for
walkable communities. The objective of the guide is to enhance walkable communities by
improving mobility choices and community character. Some of the topics in the guide include
planning and developing context sensitive urban thoroughfares, travelway design guidelines, and
intersection design guidelines.
Urban Street Design Guide
The Urban Street Design Guide, published by National Association of City Transportation
Officials (NACTO), provides information on the design of city streets and public spaces28. The
Urban Street Design Guide outlines three levels of guidance: critical features, recommended
features, and optional features. Critical features are elements in which there is strong consensus of
necessity, recommended features are elements in which there is a strong consensus of added value,
25

https://www.ada.gov/ada_intro.htm
Title II regulations are the Department of Justice regulations that implement the ADA for state and local
governments. Title III are the Department of Justice regulations that implement the ADA for businesses and nonprofit service providers.
27
https://bookstore.transportation.org/item_details.aspx?id=1802
28
https://nacto.org/publication/urban-street-design-guide/
26
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and optional features are elements that may vary across cities and may add value, depending on
the situation.
Standards and Guidelines
The above references are intended to provide standards and guidelines for roadway design which
include pedestrian safety and pedestrian facilities. The MUTCD provides a standardization of
traffic devices that aligns with the five basic requirements discussed previously. The
standardization of all the design elements related to a roadway is important to enhance public
safety, not only for pedestrians, but for all roadway users. Standardization enhances expectancy
among road users which, in turn, promotes safety. The following guidelines relate to pedestrians:
Roadway Design
Intersection Design (Roadside Design Guide): Crashes at intersections often occur between
vehicles; however, intersection crashes in which vehicles hit roadside objects also are common29.
In some cases, a crash occurs because a driver attempts to avoid hitting another vehicle, but single
vehicle crashes also occur frequently at intersection locations. Collisions can occur because of the
presence of objects or persons in the roadway that are not noticeable by drivers. Roadside object
placement strategies at intersections, therefore, can be addressed as follows:




For intersection channelization islands, the island design should adhere to the criteria in
AASHTO’s A Policy on Geometric Design of Highways and Streets. The island should be
sufficiently designed so it is conspicuous to approaching drivers while not encroaching on
vehicle paths. Because of the frequency of collisions at these locations (channelization
islands are prone to being struck by errant vehicles), placing rigid objects at either the
corner island or the median nose should be avoided when possible. Unless specifically
designed for pedestrian use, it should not be assumed that channelizing islands are safe
spaces for pedestrian use.
Often a turning vehicle does not successfully navigate the designated turn path and strays
onto the adjacent curb return or shoulder. This situation often occurs for truck-turning
movements. A target lateral offset value for the intersection return should be 6 feet for
curbed facilities with a minimum value of 3 feet. Unless specifically designed and
designated as pedestrian areas, it should not be assumed that areas adjacent to the roadway
are safe for pedestrian use.

(Guide for the Planning, Design, and Operation of Pedestrian Facilities): Intersections are often
the best and most direct place for pedestrians to cross a roadway and are the most common and
expected pedestrian crossing locations30. Some of the attributes associated with good intersection
crossing design include:



29
30

Clarity: It should be obvious to motorists that there will be pedestrians present; it should
be obvious to pedestrians where crossing should occur.
Predictability: The placement of crosswalks should be predictable. Additionally, the
frequency of crossings should increase where pedestrian volumes are greater.

Roadside Design Guide 10.1.3.4
Guide for the Planning, Design, and Operation of Pedestrian Facilities, Section 3.3
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Visibility: The location and illumination of the crosswalk allows pedestrians to see and be
seen by approaching traffic while crossing.
Short Wait: Pedestrians ideally should not have to wait an unreasonably long period of
time for an opportunity to cross.
Adequate Crossing Time: The time available for crossing accommodates users of all
abilities.
Limited Exposure: Conflict points with traffic are few, and the distance to cross is short or
is divided into shorter segments with crossing islands when appropriate.
Clear Crossing: The crosswalk is free of barriers, obstacles, and hazards and is accessible
to all users.

Visibility and Sight Distance (Urban Street Design Guide): Visibility and sight distance are
parameters central to the inherent safety of intersections, driveways, and other conflict points.
Intersection design should facilitate eye contact between street users, ensuring that motorists,
bicyclists, pedestrians, and transit vehicles intuitively interpret intersections as spaces involving
other types of users31.
Speed Management (Guide for the Planning, Design, and Operation of Pedestrian Facilities):
Studies have indicated that in a vehicle-pedestrian crash, the faster a motorist is traveling, the
greater the risk that injuries to a pedestrian will result in death. Reduced speeds provide more
opportunity for pedestrians and motorists to see and react to one another in a safe manner32. (Urban
Street Design Guide) Lower design speeds reduce observed speeding behavior, providing a safer
place for people to walk, park, and drive33. Figure 6 depicts differences in driver peripheral vision,
stopping distance, and crash risk at different speeds. As a driver’s speed increases, the driver’s
peripheral vision narrows, making it less likely for a driver to spot pedestrians. Greater speeds also
increase stopping distance and crash risk. Stopping distance is the distance it takes for a driver to
realize that he/she needs to brake and stop the vehicle.

31

Urban Street Design Guide, page 121
Guide for the Planning, Design, and Operation of Pedestrian Facilities, Section 3.1.1
33
Urban Street Design Guide, page 140
32
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Figure 6: Levels of driver peripheral vision, stopping distance, and crash risk with
different speeds
Lateral Clearance
Lateral Offset (MUTCD): The minimum lateral offset is intended to keep vehicles that use the
shoulders from striking the signs or supports along the sides of the travelway. The MUTCD states,
“On conventional roads in areas where it is impractical to locate a sign with the lateral offset
prescribed by this Section, a lateral offset of at least 2 feet may be used” and “a lateral offset of at
least 1 foot from the face of the curb may be used in business, commercial, or residential areas
where sidewalk width is limited or where existing poles are close to the curb.”34 Anywhere within
this lateral offset is an undesirable place for pedestrians to stand because pedestrians could get hit.
The MUTCD also guides that objects or signs should not protrude into the usable width of a
sidewalk or other pedestrian facility. Exhibit 1 (see Appendix) shows examples of lateral distances
along roadways and at intersections.
(Green Book) In Chapter 6, this authority specifies that all streets should seek to provide a
minimum lateral offset of 1.5 feet along roadways. At intersections, a three (3) foot lateral offset
should be provided when practical.
(Roadside Design Guide): Where curb is used, the lateral offset is measured from the face of the
curb. A minimum of 1.5 feet should be provided from the face of the curb with 3 feet at
34

MUTCD Section 2A.19
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intersections35. This offset provides sufficient clearance to keep the overhang of a truck from
striking a person or an object.
(Roadside Design Guide): Historically, the lateral distance value (referred to as an operational
offset) of 1.5 feet has been considered a minimum lateral distance for placing the edge of objects
from the curb face36. This minimum lateral offset was never intended to represent an acceptable
safety design criteria, though sometimes it has been misinterpreted as such. Research has shown
that in an urban environment, approximately 80 percent of roadside crashes involved an object
with a lateral offset from the curb face equal to or less than 4 feet and more than 90 percent of
urban roadside crashes have a lateral offset less than or equal to 6 feet. This area is not a safe
location for pedestrians to stand because of the risk of getting hit by an errant vehicle.
Pedestrian Facilities
It is evident from the literature that great care is taken in defining, designating, and delineating
pedestrian areas in and adjacent to roadways. One reason that such care is taken is to ensure that
it is clear to both pedestrians and motorists precisely where pedestrian space is located, and
ensure that motorists know where to expect to encounter and be able to safely react to
pedestrians.
Types of Pedestrian facilities (Guide for the Planning, Design, and Operation of Pedestrian
Facilities): Pedestrian facilities include sidewalks, off-road paths, shared-use paths, and shared
streets. Off-road paths are generally set back from the road and separated by a green area, ditch,
swale, or trees. Shared-use paths are off-road paths developed for use by both pedestrians and
bicyclists. Shared streets are streets shared by pedestrians and low speed vehicles.
Sidewalks
Sidewalk Definition (MUTCD): That portion of a street between the curb line, or the lateral line
of a roadway, and the adjacent property line or on easements of private property that is paved or
improved and intended for use by pedestrians37.
Sidewalk widths (Guide for the Planning, Design, and Operation of Pedestrian Facilities): The
minimum clear width for a sidewalk is 4 feet, not including any attached curb38. Where sidewalks
are less than 5 feet in width, passing spaces at least 5 feet in width should be provided at reasonable
intervals. This width is needed for wheelchair users to pass one another or to turn around. There
are many locations where clear sidewalk widths greater than the minimum are desirable. Along
arterials not in the central business district, sidewalk widths of 6 to 8 feet are desirable where a
planting strip is provided between the sidewalk and the curb, and sidewalk widths of 8 to 10 feet
are desirable where the sidewalk is flush against the curb.

35

Roadside Design Guide 10.0
Roadside Design Guide 10.1.3.1
37
MUTCD Section 1A.13
38
Guide for the Planning, Design, and Operation of Pedestrian Facilities, Section 3.2
36
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(Urban Street Design Guide) Sidewalks have a desired minimum through zone of 6 feet and an
absolute minimum of 5 feet. Where a sidewalk is directly adjacent to moving traffic, the desired
minimum is 8 feet, providing a minimum 2-foot buffer for street furniture and utilities39.
Crosswalks and Signage
Crosswalks are locations where pedestrian pathways cross motorist pathways. As shown in the
sections below, these locations require a high degree of care in their physical design and
regulation to ensure drivers know where to expect pedestrians.
Crosswalk Definition (MUTCD): (a) that part of a roadway at an intersection included within the
connections of the lateral lines of the sidewalks on opposite sides of the roadway measured from
the curbs or in the absence of curbs, from the edges of the traversable roadway, and in the absence
of a sidewalk on one side of the roadway, the part of a roadway included within the extension of
the lateral lines of the sidewalk at right angles to the centerline; (b) any portion of a roadway at an
intersection or elsewhere distinctly indicated as a pedestrian crossing by pavement marking lines
on the surface, which are sometimes supplemented by contrasting pavement texture, style or
color40.
Signing and Striping (MUTCD): Crosswalk markings provide guidance for pedestrians who are
crossing roadways by defining and delineating paths on approaches to and within signalized
intersections, and on approaches to other intersections where traffic stops41. In conjunction with
signs and other measures, crosswalk markings help to alert road users of a designated pedestrian
crossing point across roadways at locations that are not controlled by traffic control signals or
STOP or YIELD signs. At non-intersection locations, crosswalk markings legally establish the
crosswalk. Because non-intersection pedestrian crossings are generally unexpected by driver, it is
recommended that warning signs be installed for crosswalks at non-intersection locations and
parking prohibitions should be considered42.
Standardization of Location (MUCD): The MUTCD guides, “in urban areas where crosswalks
exist, signs should not be placed within 4 feet in advance of the crosswalk.”43
Sign Colors (MUTCD): Fluorescent yellow-green – pedestrian warning, bicycle warning,
playground warning, school bus stop warning, and school warning44. Figure 7 shows some
examples of pedestrian signs. The sign on the left is a pedestrian crossing warning sign (W11A2), the sign in the center is “Yield Here to Peds” (R1-5), and the sign on the right is an in-street
pedestrian crossing sign (R1-6).

39

Urban Street Design Guide, page 40
MUTCD Section 1A.13
41
MUTCD Section 3B.18
42
MUTCD Section 3B.18
43
MUTCD Section 2A.16
44
MUTCD Section 1A.12
40
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Figure 7: Pedestrian signs
The critical objective of pedestrian safety results in assignment of a dedicated sign color.
Pedestrian-Related Signage (Guide for the Planning, Design, and Operation of Pedestrian
Facilities): Signage is governed by the MUTCD, which provides specifications on the design and
placement of traffic control signs installed within the public right-of-way45.
Pedestrian Crossing Sign (Guide for the Planning, Design, and Operation of Pedestrian Facilities):
The pedestrian crossing sign (W11-2) serves two functions: to provide advance warning to
motorists of possible pedestrian conflicts, and at a crosswalk, to advise motorists of the potential
that pedestrians may be attempting to cross.
Visibility at Crossings and Along School Walk Routes (Guide for the Planning, Design, and
Operation of Pedestrian Facilities): Because children are smaller than adults, motorists may have
more difficulty seeing them at street crossings46. Extra care is necessary in the vicinity of schools
to ensure that utility poles, traffic control devices, mailboxes, landscaping, and other street
furniture do not inhibit motorists’ ability to see children.
Marked Crosswalks (Guide for the Planning, Design, and Operation of Pedestrian Facilities):
Marked crosswalks alone should not be installed within an uncontrolled environment when speeds
are greater than 40 mph47. Research indicates that where crosswalk markings are used at
uncontrolled crossing locations along multilane roads (i.e., roads with four or more lanes) on which
traffic volumes exceed approximately 12,000 vehicles per day with no raised medians, or exceed
15,000 vehicles per day with raised medians that could serve as crossing islands, the potential for
motor vehicle-pedestrian crashes increases.
Crosswalk Design (Guide for the Planning, Design, and Operation of Pedestrian Facilities): The
width for marked crosswalks should not be less than 6 feet. In the central business districts of
larger cities, a 10 foot or wider crosswalk may be more appropriate, as determined by an
engineering study.
If used, diagonal or longitudinal lines should be 1 to 2 feet wide and spaced 1 to 5 feet apart. The
placement of lines for diagonal and longitudinal markings should avoid wheel paths, and line
45

Guide for the Planning, Design, and Operation of Pedestrian Facilities, Section 4.2
Guide for the Planning, Design, and Operation of Pedestrian Facilities, Section 2.5.3
47
Guide for the Planning, Design, and Operation of Pedestrian Facilities, Section 3.3.4
46
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spacing should not exceed 2.5 times the width. Transverse crosswalk line markings consist of solid
lines not less than 6 inches wide nor greater than 2 feet wide. All crosswalk markings should be
white, per the MUTCD.
Midblock Crossings (Guide for the Planning, Design, and Operation of Pedestrian Facilities):
Designated midblock crossings are located according to a number of factors including pedestrian
volume, traffic volume, roadway width, traffic speed and type, desired paths for pedestrians, and
adjacent land use. Designated midblock crossings should not be installed where sight distance or
sight lines are limited for either the motorist or pedestrian. In most cases, marked crosswalks alone
should not be installed within an uncontrolled environment when speeds are greater than 40 mph.
Under certain conditions, marked crosswalks may be used to supplement an existing or new traffic
control feature. Research indicates that where crosswalk markings are used at uncontrolled
crossing locations along multilane roads (i.e., roads with four or more lanes) on which traffic
volumes exceed approximately 12,000 vehicles per day with no raised medians, or exceed 15,000
vehicles per day with raised medians that could serve as crossing islands, the potential for motor
vehicle-pedestrian crashes increases.
(Urban Street Design Guide) On streets with higher volume (>3,000 ADT), higher speeds, or more
lanes (2+), crosswalks are ideal at intersections48.
Urban Street Design Guide recommends that communities stripe crosswalks as wide, if not wider,
than the walkway they connect to. An advanced stop bar should be located at least eight (8) feet in
advance of the crosswalk to reinforce yielding to pedestrians49.
Medians
Pedestrian Islands and Medians (MUTCD): Raised islands or medians of sufficient width that are
placed in the center area of a street or highway can serve as a place of temporary refuge for
pedestrians who are attempting to cross at a midblock or intersection location. Center islands or
medians allow pedestrians to find an adequate gap in one direction of traffic at a time as the
pedestrians are able to stop, if necessary, in the center island or median area and wait for an
adequate gap in the other direction of traffic before continuing to cross the second half of the street
or highway. The minimum widths for accessible refuge islands and for design and placement of
detectable warning surfaces are provided in the Americans with Disabilities Act Accessibility
Guidelines for Buildings and Facilities (ADAAG)50. Refuge islands are protected locations placed
in the center of streets to facilitate bicycle and pedestrian crossings. These islands are cut into
center medians so they remain level with the roadway.
(ADA) The Americans with Disabilities Act Accessibility Guidelines for Buildings and Facilities
(ADAAG) states, “Any raised islands in crossings shall be cut through [the raised island and] level
with the street or have curb ramps at both sides and a level area at least 48 inches long between
the curb ramps in the part of the island intersected by the crossings.”51 It should be noted that the
48

Urban Street Design Guide, page 110
Urban Street Design Guide, page 113
50
MUTCD Section 3I.06
51
https://www.access-board.gov/guidelines-and-standards/buildings-and-sites/about-the-adastandards/background/adaag#4.7
49
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four (4) foot minimum does not include the width of the curbs. Figure 8 is a cut through at an
island.

Min. 4 feet

~0.5 feet
curb

Figure 8: Island cut through52

ADA regulations define a path of travel as “a continuous, unobstructed way of pedestrian passage
by means of which the altered area may be approached, entered, and exited, and which connects
the altered area with an exterior approach (including sidewalks, streets, and parking areas)…”
The ADA also specifies that “newly constructed or altered streets, roads, and highways must
contain curb ramps or other sloped areas at any intersection having curbs or other barriers to entry
from a street level pedestrian walkway” and that “newly constructed or altered street level
pedestrian walkways must contain curb ramps or other sloped areas at intersections to streets,
roads, or highways.”
(Green Book) The Green Book suggests that a pass through median refuge for pedestrians and
bicyclists should ideally be at minimum six (6) feet wide53. Medians less than six feet wide can
provide passage but should not be utilized for refuge. Pedestrians are only allowed to pass directly
through medians less than six feet wide. For example, a crosswalk and cut through median less
than six feet wide may be used by pedestrians; however, pedestrians should not be allowed to use
the insufficiently wide median for temporary refuge from traffic. A minimum width of five feet
should be provided for median and island cut-throughs. Utilizing these guidelines, a minimum
center island width of six feet allows for 1.5 foot lateral clearance on each side of the center median
and simultaneously provides a three (3) foot wide area in the middle of the center median for
temporary refuge by pedestrians.
Any median less than 6 feet wide should not be used for a pedestrian refuge or pass through.
52

https://www.access‐board.gov/guidelines‐and‐standards/buildings‐and‐sites/about‐the‐ada‐standards/ada‐
standards/chapter‐4‐accessible‐routes
53
A Policy on Geometric Design of Highways and Streets Section 4.17.3
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(Roadside Design Guide) The separation of traffic movements by using a raised median or turning
island often is referred to as channelization54. A flush or traversable median or island is considered
part of the roadway. A raised median or raised island is considered part of the roadside and,
accordingly, the suggested minimum lateral offset of 1.5 foot minimum along the road and 3 feet
at intersections would still apply.
(Guide for the Planning, Design, and Operation of Pedestrian Facilities): The width of the median
or crossing island is determined by the expected pedestrian or bicycle use of the crossing and the
traffic characteristics of the street to be crossed55. A relatively narrow median may be acceptable
in areas without pedestrian activity and low traffic volumes and speeds. When pedestrian volumes
are present and traffic volumes and speeds are higher, a wider crossing island may be appropriate.
The width of a newly-constructed crossing island should be six feet or more to provide space for
a wheelchair user or more than one pedestrian to wait, and so that the pedestrian storage area is
separated from the face of the curb. Island size can be increased based on anticipated pedestrian
storage area and crosswalk level of service criteria. Existing four-foot medians may be retained,
but medians should be widened to 6 feet or more in reconstruction projects.
(Urban Street Design Guide) Pedestrian islands ideally should be a minimum of six feet wide, but
are preferred, when practicable, to be eight to 10 feet wide. Where a six foot wide median is not
practical or feasible, a narrower median is still preferable to nothing. The minimum protected
width is six feet, based on the length of a bicycle or a person pushing a stroller. Ideally such areas
should be 40 feet long56. It is preferable to have crosswalks cut through medians. Where the median
is wider than 17 feet, ramps are preferred.
Pedestrians
The Green Book suggests certain measures to safeguard pedestrians and road users, regardless of
age. Some of these measures include:









Use simple designs that minimize crossing widths and minimize the use of more complex
elements such as channelization and separate turning lanes. Where these features are
appropriate, consider alternative designs, such as 11-foot lane widths.
Assume lower walking speeds.
Provide lighting and reduce or eliminate glare souces at locations that demand multiple
information gathering and processing.
Consider advance warnings or guide signs for situations that could surprise drivers or
pedestrians or increase their crash frequencies.
Consider increasing sign letter size and retroreflectivity to accommodate individuals with
impaired visual acuity.
Provide enhanced markings and delineation.
Use repetitions and redundancy in design and signage.

54

Roadside Design Guide 10.2.1.3
Guide for the Planning, Design, and Operation of Pedestrian Facilities, Section 3.3
56
Urban Street Design Guide, page 116
55
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Other Programs to Increase Pedestrian Safety (Guide for the Planning, Design, and Operation of
Pedestrian Facilities): Education programs targeted at motorists and pedestrians are an important
part of a comprehensive pedestrian strategy57. Law enforcement departments can take a leading
role in improving public awareness of existing traffic laws and ordinances for motorists (e.g.,
obeying speed limits, yielding to pedestrians when turning, traffic signal compliance, and obeying
drunk driving laws) and pedestrians (e.g., crossing the street only at legal crossings, not lingering
in or near roadways and/or medians longer than is necessary to directly cross the street, and
obeying pedestrian signals).
The MUTCD, Green Book, Roadside Design Guide, Americans with Disabilities Act, Urban
Street Design Guide, and Guide for the Planning, Design, and Operation of Pedestrian Facilities
all provide standards and/or guidelines for pedestrians and pedestrian facilities. Some of these
specifications include defining the width of a median for use by pedestrians (six-foot minimum)
and a lateral clearance between the curb face and roadside objects (1.5-foot minimum) which
applies to medians, as well. The guidelines and standards in this section have all been designed to
improve the safety of pedestrians.

57

Guide for the Planning, Design, and Operation of Pedestrian Facilities, Section 2.7
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Pedestrians in the Roadway Outside of Marked Areas
Special events and roadway maintenance/construction sometimes result in people in the roadway,
outside of marked pedestrian facilities (crosswalks, sidewalks, etc.), and this type of activity
implicate special traffic control and road closure issues. In the case of construction within the
roadway, temporary work zones are created to protect workers and pedestrians. Road closures
occasionally occur for special events like parades or races. In these cases, special care is given to
either close the roadway to motorists or alert motorists to look out for pedestrians that could be in
or adjacent to the roadway in undesignated areas. In cases where roadways are left open, special
training and high-visibility clothing is often required for pedestrians allowed in areas not otherwise
designated for pedestrian use.
MUTCD on Temporary Traffic Control
General Standard: Addressing the needs and control of all road users (motorists, bicyclists, and
pedestrians within the highway, or on private roads open to public travel, including persons with
disabilities in accordance with the American with Disabilities Act of 1990, Title II, Paragraph
35.13) through a temporary traffic control zone shall be an essential part of highway construction,
utility work, maintenance operations, and the management of traffic incidents58.
The safety of workers performing the many varied tasks within the work space is equally
important. Temporary traffic control zones present constantly changing conditions that are
unexpected by other road users. This creates an even higher degree of vulnerability for workers
and incident management responders on or near the roadway.
Each person whose actions affect temporary traffic control zone safety, from the upper-level
management through the field workers, receive training appropriate to the job decisions each
individual is required to make59.
Worker safety considerations: The safety of workers in relation to road users traveling through
temporary traffic control zone is another important area of concern60. Temporary traffic control
zones present temporary and constantly changing conditions that are unexpected by road users.
This creates an even higher degree of vulnerability for workers on or near the roadway. It is
recommended that all workers are trained on how to work next to moving vehicles to reduce their
vulnerability. Temporary traffic barriers should be placed alongside work space and reduce the
speed of adjacent moving traffic where practicable.
All persons within the right-of-way, who are exposed either to traffic or to work vehicles and
construction equipment within the temporary traffic control zone shall wear high-visibility safety
apparel that meets the Performance Class 2 or 3 requirements of the ANSI/ISEA 107-2004
publication entitled “American National Standard for High-Visibility Safety Apparel and
Headwear,” or equivalent revisions, and labeled as meeting the ANSI 107-2004 standard
performance for Class 2 or 3 risk exposure.

58

MUTCD Section 6A.01, page 547
MUTCD Section 6B.01, page 550
60
MUTCD Section 6D.03, page 564
59
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Qualifications for flaggers: Because flaggers are responsible for public safety and make the
greatest number of contacts with the public of all highway workers, they should be trained in safe
traffic control practices and public contact techniques61. Flaggers should meet qualifications
described by the MUTCD, including the ability to recognize dangerous traffic situations and warn
workers in sufficient time to avoid injury.
High-visibility safety apparel: For daytime and nighttime activity, it is recommended that flaggers
wear high-visibility safety apparel that meets the Performance Class 2 or 3 requirements of the
ANSI/ISEA 107-2004 publication entitled “American National Standard for High-Visibility
Apparel and Headwear”62.
The high visibility clothing is required so drivers are better positioned to more quickly identify
persons outside of a particular pedestrian facility. Temporary traffic barriers, along with temporary
signage, alert drivers that there is work ahead that is within or adjacent to the street. Barriers also
warn drivers that workers are located outside of traditional pedestrian facilities.
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA)
OSHA, created by the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970, is charged with protecting
worker health and safety on the job by enforcing standards and providing training, outreach,
education, and assistance63. In the case of work zones in or near the roadway, OSHA provides
guidelines in areas such as safety apparel, construction areas, and traffic control devices. The
MUTCD is referenced for all traffic control requirements for road closures or work zones.
OSHA provides a “Reference Guide to Work Zone Traffic Control,” that describes best practices
in placing temporary traffic control devices, as well as safe practices for the workers64. These
practices repeat, word-for-word, the guidelines in Chapter 6 of the MUTCD that is summarized in
the previous section.
International Municipal Signal Association (IMSA)
IMSA has been active since October 1896 and has developed work zone safety seminars and
certifications for those involved in the field of traffic control65. Certification is provided in areas
such as roadway lighting, signs and markings, traffic signals, and work zone traffic control safety.
IMSA published the Flagging and Basic Traffic Control manual which was developed to enhance
flagger knowledge to promote work zone safety.
Regulations
NHTSA developed several model pedestrian ordinances with the goal of reducing pedestrian
crashes. These model ordinances are included to show that pedestrian safety is an important
enough issue that NHTSA invested time into developing potential ordinances for jurisdictions to

61

MUTCD Section 6E.01, page 566
MUTCD Section 6E.02, page 566
63
https://www.osha.gov/about.html
64
https://www.osha.gov/dte/grant_materials/fy10/sh-21004-10/wztc_refguide.pdf
65
http://www.imsasafety.org/history.htm
62
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adopt. The City of Springfield has adopted the multiple vehicle-overtaking ordinance, the parking
near intersections or crosswalks ordinance, and the school bus ordinance.
School bus ordinance: In the case of school buses, drivers are required to stop behind a school bus
when the school bus stops and uses its red flashing lights or its extended stop arm. The regulation
was developed by NHTSA to protect children entering and exiting school buses. On two-lane
roads, drivers travelling in both directions are required to stop, while on a multi-lane road, only
drivers travelling in the same direction as the bus are required to stop66. This regulation has been
implemented to protect children who walk into the roadway after stepping off the bus. Different
variations of the school bus ordinance have been adopted in states across the U.S. The City of
Springfield has enacted a version of this ordinance67.
Multiple vehicle-overtaking ordinance: One type of crash occurs when pedestrians step into traffic,
often in a crosswalk, in front of a stopped vehicle and then into the adjacent lane without looking
for oncoming vehicles and are struck by the oncoming vehicle68. This ordinance requires drivers
to yield to pedestrians in a crosswalk and to stop before passing a vehicle stopped at a crosswalk.
The City of Springfield has adopted this ordinance69.
Parking near intersections or crosswalks ordinance: The model ordinance states that vehicles
should not park within 50 feet of a marked crosswalk or within 60 feet of a marked crosswalk at
an intersection68. The goal is to provide better visibility to both pedestrians and drivers. The City
of Springfield has adopted a specification that no person shall stop, stand, or park a vehicle on a
crosswalk or within 20 feet of a crosswalk70.
All of these standards, guides, organizations, and ordinances are put into place in order to protect
pedestrians and workers in special cases when they are outside of designated pedestrian facilities.
If there are persons (typically workers) on the road, temporary traffic control measures are
implemented to alert drivers. These individuals are required to wear safety gear to improve their
visibility to drivers.

66

https://www.nhtsa.gov/road-safety/school-buses
Springfield Missouri ordinances
https://library.municode.com/mo/springfield/codes/code_of_ordinances?nodeId=PTIICO_CH106TRVE_ARTVOP
68
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/publications/research/safety/pedbike/03042/part3.cfm
69
Springfield Missouri ordinances
https://library.municode.com/mo/springfield/codes/code_of_ordinances?nodeId=PTIICO_CH106TRVE_ARTVIIPE
70
Springfield Missouri ordinances
https://library.municode.com/mo/springfield/codes/code_of_ordinances?nodeId=PTIICO_CH106TRVE_ARTVIST
STPA_DIV2SPST_S106-284AUERSIRESTPECR
67
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Springfield Initiatives to Improve Pedestrian Safety
The City of Springfield has implemented numerous practices to enhance pedestrian safety. The
City launched an initiative, SGF Yields, aimed at increasing awareness for pedestrian safety. The
City generally follows national design standards and guidelines as well as crosswalk timing
standards. The City’s crosswalk timing procedure is outlined in the Appendix. The City also
considers pedestrian safety when evaluating permits for special events when pedestrians will be
outside of typical pedestrian facilities.
SGF Yields
In response to the increasing number of crashes involving pedestrians each year, the City of
Springfield launched SGF Yields, a pedestrian safety campaign aimed to foster increased
awareness among motorists and pedestrians to look out for one another by initiating a cultural
change to be more pedestrian friendly and responsible71. The campaign kicked off on July 7, 2017
at the First Friday Art Walk and is supported by a $5,000 Blueprint for Safer Roads grant from
MoDOT.
Figure 9 shows pedestrian involved crash data for Springfield. The infographic documents that
one in four drivers yield to pedestrians, and that, on average, 60 pedestrians are hit by vehicles in
Springfield per year.
The campaign includes public service announcements, unique signage, life-sized pedestrian
sculptures, and a dedicated webpage. Figure 10 is a picture of unique signage used to raise
awareness for the campaign. The life-sized pedestrian sculptures are located near ten crosswalks
in the City of Springfield to reinforce crosswalk signage and remind drivers and pedestrians to stay
alert in and around roadways.

71

https://www.springfieldmo.gov/3529/About-SGF-Yields
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Figure 9: Pedestrian involved Crash Information – SGF Yields Campaign
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Figure 10: Life-Sized Pedestrian Sculpture - SGF Yields Campaign
Figure 11 illustrates the flyer, located on the City of Springfield website provided by the
campaign. One side of the flyer provides the campaign message (left) and the other side provides
tips to both drivers and pedestrians (right). Figure 12 is a coloring sheet provided for children to
teach important lessons related to pedestrian awareness.
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Figure 11: Flyer - SGF Yields Campaign
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Figure 12: Coloring Sheet for Kids - SGF Yields Campaign
Local Examples of Crossings
The following figures are images of crosswalks in the City of Springfield. These images provide
examples of pedestrian crossings and document that the City takes great care in the design of
pedestrian areas and crossings.
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Photograph 1: Midblock Crosswalk – Low Volume Road

Photograph 2: Midblock Crosswalk – Low Volume Road
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Photograph 3: Midblock Crosswalk – Low Volume Road

Photograph 4: Midblock Crosswalk – Low Volume Road
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Photograph 5: Midblock Crosswalk – High Volume Road

Photograph 6: Midblock Crosswalk – High Volume Road
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Photograph 7: Midblock Crosswalk

Photograph 8: Midblock Crosswalk
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Photograph 9: Crosswalk Signage at Signalized Intersection

Photograph 10: Crosswalk and Sidewalk at Signalized Intersection
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Photograph 11: Crosswalk at Signalized Intersection
City Permits
When pedestrians have to be in the roadway for construction, maintenance, or special events; the
City relies on five general permits to ensure that appropriate traffic control measures are put into
place to enhance pedestrian safety. Special event permits can be applied for on the City of
Springfield website, https://www.springfieldmo.gov/1843/Special-Event-Permits. This process
collects organizational and personal information, as well as event information.
Sample excavation permits, sidewalk permits, temporary encroachment permits, and driveway
permits are attached in the Appendix. Excavation permits are required any time a portion of the
public right-of-way is removed. Sidewalk permits are required for work on sidewalks which are a
part of public right-of-way. The temporary encroachment permit specifies, “if full sidewalk
closures are needed due to safety concerns associated with the work being performed, pedestrian
detours shall be provided by the applicant and approved by Public Works.” A temporary
encroachment permit is required for construction work within public right-of-way which includes
roadways and sidewalks. Driveway permits are required because any access to streets affect public
right-of-way. Each of these permits affects public right-of-way and has the potential of placing
workers (pedestrians) within the roadway. The City’s policies are clear that anything requiring a
pedestrian outside of a pedestrian facility requires a permit.
School Crossing Protection Committee
The School Crossing Protection Committee is made up of Springfield R-12 School District PTA
representatives, the Director of School Public Safety for the Springfield Public Schools, the
District Traffic Engineer of the Missouri Department of Transportation, the Springfield City
Traffic Engineer, City and County Law Enforcement Agencies, and Greene County Highway
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Department representatives72. The committee is responsible for reviewing crossing protection
complaints and requests, handling emergency school traffic safety problems, prioritizing projects,
and developing policies and practices.
The Committee developed the Traffic Control Manual for School Crossing Protection to provide
policies and practices proven effective at solving City of Springfield school pedestrian problems.
The manual creates a uniform method of traffic control within the City of Springfield by following
national standards and local practices. The manual begins by explaining the risks children face as
pedestrians, walking to and from school. This introduction outlines the main focus of the manual,
the safety of children as pedestrians.
As summarized above, the City of Springfield has a number of practices in place to improve
pedestrian safety. SGF Yields was launched to increase awareness among motorists and
pedestrians about pedestrian safety. The City follows national design standards and requires
permits for instances when pedestrians are present outside of pedestrian facilities.

72

https://www.springfieldmo.gov/2114/School-Safety
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Hierarchy of Concern
Several factors were considered to explore the conditions that most significantly contribute to
ongoing pedestrian risk on Springfield roadways. Of these aspects, speed, traffic volume, and
median width, were identified as primary contributory risk factors and these hierarchical
concerns are discussed in the following sections:
(1) Speed
Vehicle speed is one of the main contributing causes in pedestrian fatalities5. One study, supported
by numerous other studies, has shown that when a pedestrian is hit by a vehicle at 20 mph there is
a 5% chance of death compared to an 85% chance of pedestrian fatality at 40 mph73. Additionally,
significant injuries may still result in connection with lower speed crashes. Figure 13 illustrates
the percentage of pedestrians that survive a collision with a vehicle.

Figure 13: Pedestrian survival rates by vehicle speed74
Nine out of ten people will survive being hit by a vehicle travelling at 20 mph. With just a 10 mph
increase, only five out of ten people will survive a collision with a vehicle travelling at 30 mph.
When a vehicle collides with a pedestrian at 40 mph, chances of survival are even more
significantly reduced. A pedestrian has a 10% chance of surviving such a collision.
Figure 14 compares the percent of pedestrians killed to the estimated traffic speed given an age
range, based on four years’ worth of data from Florida. This chart documents that a higher percent
of pedestrians in older age groups are more likely to suffer fatal injuries when struck by a vehicle
travelling at any given speed. The common trend throughout each age group is that as speed
increases, the likelihood of a pedestrian being killed from a collision with a vehicle increases.

73

There are a number of studies about the relationship between vehicle speed and pedestrian fatality or injury. The
FHWA lists many (https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/ped_bike/pssp/background/psafety.cfm). Tefft studied the Impact
Speed and Pedestrian’s Risk of Severe Injury or Death in 2011. Richards wrote on the Relationship between Speed
and Risk of Fatal Injury: Pedestrians and Car Occupants.
74
http://visionzeronetwork.org/resources/speed-fatality-map/
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Figure 14: Fatal injury rates by vehicle speed by pedestrian ages75
Zegeer et al. does not recommend installing marked crosswalks on roads with speed limits higher
than 40 mph without the use of other crossing treatments, like traffic calming treatments or traffic
and pedestrian signals76. Traffic calming treatments include any technique used to slow the speeds
of moving vehicles. Some treatments include speed bumps/humps, raised crosswalks, narrower
traffic lanes, and street closures.
(2) Volume
Zegeer et al. found that, with annual daily traffic volumes (ADTs) of about 10,000 vehicles per
day or less, pedestrian-involved crash rates were less than 0.25 pedestrian-involved crashes per
million pedestrians crossing at both marked and unmarked crosswalks76. ADT is a roadway metric
used to reflect the total number of vehicles travelling along a roadway (in both directions) in one
day. For ADTs greater than 10,000 vehicles per day, pedestrian-involved crash rates increased as
ADT increased. The report recommends against installing marked crosswalks on roads with ADTs
greater than 12,000 vehicles per day (with no raised medians) or 15,000 vehicles per day (with
raised medians that serves as refuge areas) at uncontrolled crossing locations.
The MUTCD cites similar volumes and limitations. New marked crosswalks alone, without other
measures designed to reduce traffic speeds should not be installed across uncontrolled roadways
when the speed limit exceeds 40 mph and either:


The roadway has four or more lanes of travel without a raised median or pedestrian refuge
island and an ADT of 12,000 vehicles per day or greater; or

75

https://one.nhtsa.gov/people/injury/research/pub/HS809012.html
Zegeer, C., Stewart, J., Huang, H., Lagerwey, P., Feaganes, J. and Campbell, B.J. Safety Effects of Marked
Versus Unmarked Crosswalks at Uncontrolled Locations: Final Report and Recommended Guidelines. 2005.
FHWA-HRT-04-100.
76
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The roadway has four or more lanes of travel with a raised median or pedestrian refuge
island and an ADT of 15,000 vehicles per day or greater77.

A compelling study, “Development of Guidelines for Pedestrian Safety Treatments at Signalized
Intersections”78, documents that pedestrian-involved crash frequency increases with an increase in
vehicular volume. Figure 15 shows that, starting at 20,000 vehicles per day, at a 4-leg intersection
with a 15 percent increase in volume, there is a corresponding 8% increase in crashes.

Figure 15: Crash Frequency Based on Traffic Volume
(3) Median Width
The ADAAG recommends a minimum median width of 5 feet, from curb face to curb face.
According to AASHTO’s Green Book, AASHTO’s Guide for the Planning, Design, and
Operation of Pedestrian Facilities, and NACTO’s Urban Street Design Guide, the minimum
protected median width should be 6 feet, based on the length of a bicycle or a person pushing a
stroller. If a person were to trip and fall while standing on a median less than 5 or 6 feet wide,
there is a significantly increased likelihood that such person who trips and falls into the roadway
will do so into the path of a moving vehicle.
The Roadside Design Guide states that where curb is used the lateral offset is measured from the
face of the curb. A minimum of 1.5 feet should be provided from the face of the curb with 3 feet
at intersections79. This offset provides sufficient clearance to keep the overhang of a truck from
striking a person or object. The curb itself is a vertical barrier between vehicular traffic and
pedestrian traffic. If a pedestrian is located within the lateral clearance region, there is significantly
increased likelihood that the pedestrian will be struck by a moving vehicle. Pedestrians should
only be allowed within the designated pedestrian facilities and sufficiently far removed from the
roadway itself to ensure pedestrian and motorist safety.

77

MUTCD Section 3B.18
http://tti.tamu.edu/documents/0-6402-1.pdf
79
Roadside Design Guide 10.0
78
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Recommendations
Springfield has taken a number of proactive steps to enhance safety of pedestrians and motorists
within the city. However, to ensure the safety of its citizens and visitors, further regulations are
needed concerning certain high speed and/or high-volume roadways and intersections. As this
report documents, arterial roadways present the highest dangers for pedestrians (due to high traffic
volume and speed). Additionally, at certain intersections, drivers only expect to see pedestrians in
designated areas.
To facilitate safety for pedestrians and motorists alike, pedestrians should only be located in a
roadway when:




They occupy designated pedestrian areas where motorists reasonably expect them to be located
(e.g., sidewalks and crosswalks); or
There is temporary traffic control established to warn drivers that pedestrians will be located
there (e.g., maintenance or special events); or
Using particular roadways that sustain low traffic volumes and speeds that are designed and
designated as shared spaces for both motorists and pedestrians.

Additionally, restrictions should be implemented to prohibit use of medians and islands by
pedestrians at intersections with any of the following characteristics:




Speeds on at least one approach of 35 mph or greater, or
Traffic volumes greater than 15,000 vehicles per day on at least one roadway, or
Median widths less than 6’ wide.
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Appendix A
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Exhibit 1: MUTCD lateral offset at typical intersections
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Exhibit 2: Timing for pedestrian crossings
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Exhibit 3: City permits
Right-of-Way & Excavation Permit
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Sidewalk Permit
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Temporary Encroachment Permit
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Driveway Permit
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CBB

Staff
12 Licensed Professional Engineers (PE)
12 Professional Traffic Operations Engineers (PTOE)
2 Professional Transportation Planners (PTP)

Services

EXPERT

TRUSTED ADVISOR

Page |3

FRIEND

12400 Olive Blvd., Suite 430
Saint Louis, MO 63141

Access Management
ADA Compliance
Bicycle/Pedestrian Plans & Facilities
Community & Stakeholder Engagement
Complete Streets
Construction Detour Mitigation
Construction Review & Inspection
Data Collection
Expert Witness Services
Freeway & Arterial Operations
Funding & Grant Applications
Geographic Information Systems (GIS)
Micro-Simulation Modeling
Parking Studies
Roadway & Intersection Design
Roundabout Studies & Design
Safety Studies & Analysis
Signal Optimization & Synchronization
Smart Cities Planning
Sustainable Transportation Solutions
Traffic Calming
Traffic Impact Studies
Traffic Signal Turn-Ons & Programming
Traffic Signal, Lighting & ITS Design
Training & Professional Development
Transportation Planning
Travel Forecasting & Modeling

326 S. 21st Street, #504
St. Louis, MO 63103

450 Cottonwood Road., Suite B
Glen Carbon, IL 62034

Clients
Private Businesses
Developers
Land Owners
Government Agencies
Not-for-Profit Organizations
Public Institutions
Engineering Firms
Architects

Contact
12400 Olive Boulevard; Suite 430
St. Louis, MO 63141
phone (314) 878-6644
450 Cottonwood Road; Suite B
Glen Carbon, IL 62034
phone (618) 656-2612
119 South Main Street
St Charles, MO 63301
www.cbbtraffic.com
cbb@cbbtraffic.com

119 South Main Street
Saint Charles, MO 63301

T. 314.878.6644
F 314.878.5876
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EXPERT. TRUSTED ADVISOR. FRIEND.
COMPANY OVERVIEW
MISSION STATEMENT
CBB is a Midwest firm where free-thinking, innovation, and collaboration merge with international best practices to provide
traffic engineering and transportation planning solutions for safer, more sustainable, and economically vibrant
communities.

ABOUT CBB
Established in 1973, CBB has become a leader in transportation engineering and planning. Several of our staff members
have advanced professional accomplishments including post-graduate degrees in transportation engineering and planning,
licensure as Professional Engineers (PE), and certifications as Professional Traffic Operations Engineers (PTOE) and
Professional Transportation Planners (PTP). Our active engagement in technical societies such as the Institute of
Transportation Engineers (ITE), American Public Works Association (APWA), International Municipal Signals Association
(IMSA), American Planning Association (APA), and Transportation Research Board (TRB) keep us abreast of new trends,
advancements, and technologies.

SERVICE AREAS
ENGINEERING STUDIES AND PLANNING
CBB blends transportation engineering and planning to
develop visionary, practical solutions that meet the needs
of our clients. Through the use of the latest analytical tools,
we work to promote safe and efficient access, mobility,
and circulation. CBB has participated in every stage of
project development such as access management, safety
studies, traffic impact studies, comprehensive
transportation plans, public engagement, and the writing
of grant applications.

FREEWAY OPERATIONS
CBB’s extensive freeway operations experience provides us
with a deep understanding of the issues and challenges
related to complex urban freeways. We use advanced traffic
simulation modeling techniques to thoroughly test
alternatives. We understand advanced operational strategies
and how to apply them to on-the-ground systems. Our team
regularly performs Access Justification Reports, bottleneck
removal plans, corridor evaluations, and interchange studies.
SUSTAINABLE TRANSPORTATION
CBB believes that multimodal transportation solutions and
balanced transportation systems are vital to connecting
communities. Our team has experience with bicycle and
pedestrian planning, Great Streets, Complete Streets, Safe
Routes to Schools, trail planning, and walkability audits. CBB
also understands that new technologies can often enhance
the efficiency and effectiveness of transportation
infrastructure through “Smart City” concepts.
CBB’s
practical approach to sustainable transportation solutions
helps to ensure that our recommendations are
implementable in the communities that we serve.

DESIGN SERVICES
The CBB team provides design services for public and
private clients for projects ranging in size from
interchanges to turn lanes and driveways. Each project is a
unique assignment and we strive to develop alternatives
that minimize impacts and construction costs. CBB has a
wide-range of design experience including highways,
complex intersections and interchanges, roundabouts,
traffic calming, sidewalks, trails, ADA compliance, traffic
signals, ITS, and lighting.

DATA COLLECTION
CBB understands the importance of starting projects with
accurate data, since the data is the foundation for
transportation decision making. Our staff performs traffic
counts, parking inventories, speed studies, gap and delay
studies, origin and destination studies, sidewalk inventories
and sign inventories. Our dedicated technical staff allows us
to provide our clients with quality transportation data at a
minimal cost. Our inventory of data collection equipment
allows us to respond quickly to project needs.

ARTERIAL OPERATIONS
CBB specializes in the analysis, optimization and
synchronization of signalized intersections along
corridors and within urban networks. Our signature
approach incorporates core traffic engineering practices
combined with extensive in-field implementation
strategies. CBB also specializes in real-time management
of traffic for construction and other projects, including
signal turn-on assistance and detour mitigation.

PROFESSIONAL RESUMES
P a g e |Since
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Shawn Leight, PE, PTOE, PTP
Vice President/COO

Education
M.S., Transportation
Engineering,
University of Wisconsin
at Madison, 1997
B.S., Environmental
Engineering,
United States Military Academy
at West Point, 1993
Academic Appointments
Adjunct Professor, Washington
University &University of Missouri
St. Louis Joint Civil Engineering
Program (2003 to Present)
Registration
Professional Engineer (PE) in
Colorado, Illinois, Kentucky,
Minnesota, Missouri, North
Carolina and Wisconsin
Professional Traffic Operations
Engineer (PTOE) and
Professional Transportation
Planner (PTP) as Certified by
the Transportation Professional
Certification Board (Affiliated
with ITE)
Professional Affiliations
Institute of Transportation
Engineers (ITE)
President (2017)
Missouri Valley Section of ITE
President (2009)
Transportation Engineering
Association of Metropolitan St.
Louis (TEAM StL)
President (2005)
Administrator (2007-Present)
Transportation Research Board
Military Transportation
Committee
American Society of Civil
Engineers

www.cbbtraffic.com

Shawn Leight is Vice President at CBB and leads the firm’s day-to-day project delivery
and business development efforts. Mr. Leight works to improve communities by forging
relationships and advancing forward thinking solutions. He has worked in virtually every
stage of project development and has been a part of several innovative projects,
such as the New I-64 Project in St. Louis; which won the 2010 American Association of
State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) Best Transportation Project
award. As an adjunct professor at Washington University in St. Louis since 2003, Mr.
Leight has instructed over 250 students in traffic engineering and transportation
planning. Shawn serves on several boards and committees for professional
organizations that support the transportation industry. He is currently the International
President of the Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE). Shawn’s work in the St. Louis
region has been featured on KMOX and St. Louis Public Radio as well as in St. Louis
Magazine and the River Front Times. The following projects represent Mr. Leight’s
I-70 Interchange Studies
(Missouri River to I-64)
St. Charles County, MO
Mr. Leight was the lead traffic engineer
for studies of the I-70 interchanges with
5th Street, Zumbehl Road, Cave Springs
Road, MO 370, Mid Rivers Mall Drive,
Route 79, TR Hughes Boulevard, Highway
K, and Bryan Road. CBB completed the
traffic modeling (HCS, SYNCHRO, SIDRA,
and VISSIM) and safety studies for these
efforts. Mr. Leight served as Project
Manager or Deputy Project Manager on
each study. These studies have involved
partnerships with the Cities of St. Charles,
St. Peters, and O’Fallon with St. Charles
County and MoDOT. These studies have
included Interchange Planning, Access
Justification Reports (AJR), Freeway
Operations, Traffic Safety Studies,
Conceptual Plan Design, Construction
Cost Estimates, Public Engagement,
Economic Studies, and the preparation
of Funding (Grant) Applications. The
interchange at I-70/Mid Rivers Mall Drive
was reconstructed in 2013 and the
interchange at I-70/5th Street was
reconstructed in 2016. Mr. Leight was
responsible for the Federally required
AJRs for both projects.

phone. (314) 449-8241
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West Florissant Avenue Great Streets Plan
East West Gateway Council of
Governments
Mr. Leight led CBB’s efforts in the
transportation engineering and planning
components of a plan to transform West
Florissant Avenue into one of the St. Louis
region’s “Great Streets”. The Great Streets
Program, started by East West Gateway
Council of Governments in 2006,
recognizes that streets should serve the
business and social needs of local
communities, as well as automobile
commuters. These streets need to be
friendly places to walk, bus, and bike and
should function as a central place for
shopping, meeting neighbors, and
economic development. CBB evaluated
the automobile, pedestrian, bicycle, and
transit operations and accommodations
along the corridor and helped the
project team develop alternatives that
support desired land use and balance
the
operations
of
the
various
transportation modes along the route. As
a part of this process CBB completed a
comprehensive speed study, walkability
and bikeability audit, corridor crash
analysis, and multi‐modal level of service
analysis.

e-mail. sleight@cbbtraffic.com

